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ABSTRACT
We consider the application of a system for learning the se-
mantics of image collections to digital libraries. We discuss
our approach to browsing and search, and investigate the inte-
gration both in more detail.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Recently we have introduced a method for learning the seman-
tics of collections of images from features and associated
text˚[1]. In this paper we further explore the application of
these ideas to digital image libraries. We consider the nature of
the search and browsing processes, and argue that for many
applications these should be used together. Specifically,
search results should be organized by image semantics and
visual structure.

This strategy is natural if the query is too general because
browsing allows the user to refine the search based on a visual
representation of the structure of the retrieved subset. The ap-
proach also makes sense if the query is too specific because a
desired behavior in this case is to generalize the query in a
sensible way, but there are typically several possible generali-
zations, and thus a mechanism for the user to choose an appro-
priate interpretation is needed.

2. THE MODEL
To model image data sets we use a generative statistical model
initially developed for text [2,3], and extended for the joint
occurrence of image features and associated text [1]. The im-
ages are considered to be composed of a number of segments
and words. The occurrence of a segment (e.g. round orange
disk) is analogous to the appearance of an associated word
(like sun ).

The distribution of image items (words and segments) is gen-
erated by a hierarchical clustering model where each node in
the tree emits words and image segments with node specific
probability distribution. The emission probabilities are condi-
tionally independent given a node, which roughly correspond
to a hidden semantic or visual entity (entitled aspects  in
[3]). To the extent that a document is in a specific cluster, it i s

generated by the nodes on the path to the route. The weighting
of the vertical node distributions is documented dependent.
The model is illustrated in Figure 1, and further explained in
[1].

3. QUERYING THE MODEL
We can query the image data set model with an arbitrary com-
bination of words and representative image segments. A con-
junction of query items is implicitly treated as a conjunction
of hidden semantic and/or visual quantities. Because of this,
and the probabilistic interpretation of the query process, we
can get retrieve good images in response to queries which con-
tain word combinations not present in any of the image anno-
tations. For example, if no image in the database is associated
with both the words river  and tiger , the query river &
tiger  can still return images of tigers in water.

4. BROWSING QUERY RESULTS
In the river & tiger  example, the word river  is translated
into a latent semantic quantity, which either approximates or
generalizes river  to yield success. However, the same process
applies to tiger  which may become jungle animals , and in
conjunction with river  yields a hippopotamus in a river.
Thus the nature of the probabilistic query process can lead to
ambiguous results. Ranking these results based on probability
can lead to the presentation of many images corresponding to
a less desirable alternative interpretation before any images
corresponding to the desired interpretation appear. Thus to
take full advantage of the power of our search approach, we
propose to apply the clustering model to the search results in
order to expose the available semantic and visual choices.
Since the number of documents to be clustered is small, this
clustering can be done fast enough for interactive searching,
somewhat along the lines the scatter/gather approach [4-6]. In
addition to being much smaller, the tree for browsing may also
have different fan out than that used for the complete dataset.
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Figure 1. I llustration of the generative process
implicit in the statistical m odel. To the extent
that an  imageis in a given cluster, it is modeled
by sam pling the nodes on the path to the root.



For example, if the model must only support search with a
small number of query terms, then the basic aspect model [3],
which corresponds to a degenerate tree with only vertical
structure, is an excellent choice. Browsing on the other hand
requires horizontal structure.

5. AN EXAMPLE
We demonstrate our approach using images from the Corel
dataset using the segmentations provided by the BlobWorld
project [7]. Each image in this dataset has three to five key-
words associated with it. Figure 2 shows five images from the
simple query ocean waves , in rank order. No image in our
dataset has both keywords. The probabilistic query does an
excellent job of returning images with either one keyword or
the other, but because there are many undersea images in the
collection with keyword ocean , such images dominate the
rank order display. If we break the top 100 images into 3 clus-
ters, then the images with waves are placed into one cluster
(the top four images are shown in Figure 3), and the undersea
images are broken into two sub-groups (the top four images of
one group are shown in Figure 4).  
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Figure 2. Top five results of the ocean waves  query. No  image in the dataset  has both keywords. Overall the query result i s
good, but since  many images in the dataset  are undersea images which are associated with ocean ,  many such images are in
the retrieved set. Vocabulary keywords are in upper case and ignored keywords are in lowercase.

Figure 3. The top eight images from one cluster of the re-
trieved set. All except the upper right image are reasonable
candidates for satisfying the intent of the query.

Figure 4. The top eight images from a second cluster of the re-
trieved set. This clusters captures  many of the underwater life
images which distract  this particular query.


